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-\PTER: 

Axiomatic theory of bargaining with 
a fixed number of agents 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we survey the axiomatic theory of bargaining for a fixed 
number of agents. Although l\lash's paper has enjoyed great popularity 
since its publication, and the l\lash solution has been used in numerous 
studies of actual conflict situations, the central role played by this solu
tion was very seriously challenged in the mid-1970s by the introduction. 
and the characterization of other solutions, notably the Kalai-Smoro
dinsky and Egalitarian solutions. Largely spurred by these developments, 
an explosion of contributions to the theory has occurred since. Here, 
we will describe the main aspects of the theory, with particular empha
sis on results concerning the solutions that will be at the center of our 
own theory. 

2.2 The main solutions 

Although alternatives to the Nash solution were proposed soon after the 
publication of Nash's paper, it is fair to say that until the mid-1970s, the 
Nash solution was often seen by economists and game theorists as the 
main, if not the only, solution to the bargaining problem. This preemi
nence is explainable by the fact that Nash developed a natural strategic 
model yielding exactly the same outcomes at equilibrium, as well as by his 
elegant characterization. In spite of the lack of unanimous agreement on 
some of the specific axioms that he used (in fact, one of them, the inde
pendence axiom, was subjected to a significant amount of criticism early 

the appeal of the axiomatic methodology is such that the revival of 
the theory can be dated to the new characterizations developed in the 
mid-1970s. 

In order to facilitate the transition to the rest of this book, in all of 
which the domain is E, we will present this survey on the domain En. 
This choice will also permit us to simplify some of the proofs. 
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Figure 2.1. The Nash solution. 

2.2.1 The Nash solution 

Before presenting Nash's theorem in detail, we give a formal definition of 
the Nash solution on the domain En, and we illustrate the solution for 
n=2 Figure 

In what follows, en is the vector in IRn of coordinates all equal to 1. 

Definition. The Nash solution N is defined by setting, for all S E 

N(S) equal to the maximizer in XES of the "Nash product" 
I1 Xi' 

For n == 2, the Nash solution can be described in two other ways. 
N(S) is the un dominated point x of S at which S has a line of support 
whose slope is equal to the negative of the slope of the line segment 
The point N(S) is also the point of contact of the highest rectangular hy
perbola touching S having the axes as asymptotes. (These geometric defi
nitions easily extend to arbitrary n.) 

Nash's theorem is based on the follOwing axioms, abbreviated with 
lowercase letters. All of the axioms formulated in this chapter for solu
tions defined on En have counterparts for solutions defined on E, where 
population may vary. In order to keep clear the conceptual distinction 
between solutions defined on a fixed-population domain and solutions de
fined on a variable-population domain, we will abbreviate the latter with 
capital letters. (For example, the counterpart of p.o, imposed on F de
fined on En, is denoted P.O.) 

Pareto-optimality (p.o): For all SEEn, for all x E IRn, if x 2: F(S), then 
X$S. 
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A slightly weaker condition is 

Weak Pareto-optimality (w.p.o): For all SEEn, for all x E JR.", if x > 
F(S), then x E$ S. 

According to p.o, the alternative that is selected should not be semi
strictly dominated by any feasible alternative; w.p.o requires only that 
no strict domination be possible. 

Let IJn: {l, ... , nJ-> {l, ... , nJ be the class oj permutations oj order n. 
Given 11" E Irn, and x E lRn, let 1I"(x) == (x,,(l)' ... , xTo(n»' Also, given S C lRn, 
let 1I"(S) == [X'ElRn 13XES with x' 1I"(x)J. 

Symmetry (sy): For all SEEn, if for all 'il' E ITn, S, then Fi(S) = 
Fj(S) for all i,j. [Note that 1I"(S) E En.) 

This says that if all agents are interchangeable in the geometric descrip
tion of a problem, they should receive the same amount. 

Let An; lRn..... lRn be the class of positive, independent person-by-per
son, and tinear, transjormations oj order n. Each AE An is characterized 

n positive numbers ai such that given XE lRn, heX) (aIXj, ... , anXn). 
Now, given S C lRn, let A(S) (x' E lRn 13X E S with x' = A(x) J. 

Scale invariance (s. inv): For all SEE n, for all A E F(A(S» = A(F(S». 
[Note that A(S) E P.] 

In Nash's formulation, utilities are of the von Neumann-Morgenstern 
type, that they are invariant only up to arbitrary positive affine trans
formations; it is therefore natural to require of solutions that they be in
variant under the same class of transformations. Each such transforma
tion has an additive component and a multiplicative component. Since '',Ie 
have chosen d = 0, we do not have to require in variance under addition 
to the utilities of arbitrary constants. Instead, we only require invariance 
under multiplication of the utilities by arbitrary positive constants. 

Independence oj irrelevant alternatives For all S, S' E r;n, if S' C S 
and F(S) E S', then F(S') F(S). 

This says that if the solution outcome of a given problem remains fea
sible for a new problem obtained from it by contraction, then it should 
also be the solution outcome of this new problem. 

Nash showed that, for n = 2, only one solution satisfies these four re
quirements. His result extends directly to arbitrary n. 

2.2 The main solutions 

Agent 1 

Figure 2.2. Theorem 2.1. Characterization of the Nash solution. 
/ 

Theorem 2.1. A solution on En p.o, sy, s.inv, and i.i.a 
only if it is ihe Sash soiution. 

Proof It is easy to see that j\i satisfies the four axioms. to 
show that if a solution Fon En satisfies the four axioms then F=N, let 
SEEn be Note that N(S) > 0 (since there exists x E 5 with n Xi > 0 
the maximum of n Xi for XES is also positive); therefore, the transforma
tion A: lRn -> lRn associating with every XE lR" the point A(x) 
. .. ,x,JNn(S» is a well-defined element of An. We have that 
(1, ... ,1) == en. Also, by definition of N, 5 is supported at N(S) 

(xI/N] 

by the 
hyperplane of equation :z:; (xf/Nj(S»:::: n. Therefore, S'= A(S) is sup
ported at A(N(S» by the hyperplane of equation :z:; n (Figure 2.2). 
By s.inv, it suffices to show that F(S') N(S') = en. To establish this, let 
T E r;n be defined by T == lx' E lR'.',. i :z:; xi ~ n). Note that en E PO(S) == 
{x E S i if x' ::::x, then x' $ 51 and that T is invariant under all exchanges 
of agents. Therefore, by p.o and sy, F(T} = en. Also,S' C Tand F(T) E 

S'. By i.i.a, F(S') = F(T) = e". 

This theorem constitutes the foundation of the axiomatic theory of bar
gaining. It shows that a unique point can be identified for each problem, 
representing an equitable compromise. In the mid-1970s, Nash's result be
came the object of a considerable amount of renew'ed attention, and the 
role played by each axiom in the characterization was scrutinized sev
eral authors. Some of the axioms were shown to be of marginal impor
tance in that their removal made admissible only very few additional so
lutions whereas the removal of the others made admissible unmanageably 
large families of solutions. A variety of other axioms were then formulated 

for Nash's axioms, and other appealing lists of axioms 
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5h':}'.1.'n LO characterize OIher solutions. \\'e de\"OIe the pages 
an accoum of these in we discuss four 

SoluIlons [hat \\~iH be fundamental TO the theory that \,,"e exposit 

later: the Kalai-Smorodinsky, Egalitarian, Leximin, and Utilitarian 50

lurions. 
\Ve start with Roth's early contribution concerning the role of Pareto-

in Theorem 2.1. Although p.o is probably the most ac
condiTion when solutions are meam to represent an arbitrator's 

to the extent that the theory is alternatively intended to describe 
how agents reach compromises on their own, it is desirable that it be able 
10 explain nonoptimal compromises, which are often observed in prac
tice. But if optimality is violated, how is it violated? Can the theory help 

the sort of violations that will occur? This is the question addressed 
Roth (1977a). The statement of the conclusion he reached requires the 

formularion of one more axiom. 

individual rationadry (st. i.r): For all S E F(Sl > O. 

This says that all agents should gain from the agreement. Note 
that on OUf domain, the weaker condition F(S) ~ 0 is automatically satis
fied since S C (This is one of the disadvantages of our choice of do
mains, II obscures the of the individual rationality axioms. 

is natural. and the loss of generality due to this 

Theorem 2.2. A solution on I;" salisfies sf.i.r, sy, s.inv, and i.i.a 
if and if it is the Nash solution. 

Proof We have already poimed out that N satisfies sy, s.inv, and iJa, 
and the fact that N satisfies st. i. r was noted and used in the proof of The
orem 2.1. Conversely, let F be a solution on I;n satisfying the four axi
oms. The desired eonclusion, that F=N, will follow from Theorem 2.1 
and the fact that s.inv, i.i.a, and sr.i.r is not needed) 
p.O, as shown next: Let S E I;" be given and suppose, by way of contra-

Ihat F(S) 1$ PO(S), that is, that there exists XES with x?::. F(S). 
Wiu'lOut loss of suppose that x) > Fi Let A: IRn ....,.lRn be de
fined A(X') = «F1 ,xz, ... ,x~). Note that AE.\n since FI(S) > 
0, by sLi.r, and since Xl> O. Therefore, S' A(S) E I;n. have A(X) = 
F(S). Therefore, E S'. Also,S' C S. i.i.a, F(S') = F(S). Also, by 
s.inv, F(S') = A(F(S» ~ F(S) since FI (S) > O. This contradiction between 
our last twO conclusions establishes the claim. Q.E.D. 
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A straightforward corollary of Theorem 2.2 is that if st.i.r is not used 
at only one additional solution becomes admissible. 

Definition. The Disagreement solution 0 is defined by setting, Jor 
all S E I;", 0(5) O. 

Corollary 2.1. A solution on I;" satisfies sy, s.inv, and i.i.a iJand 
if it is the Nash solution or it is the Disagreement solution. 

If sy is dropped from the list of axioms of Theorem 2.1, a somewhat 
wider but still small family of additional solutions become admissible. 

Let t..n - I be the (n -I)-dimensional 

Definition. Given aEreL int. t..n - I , the asymmetric Nash solution 
with weights a, Na, is defined by setting, all S E I;n, N'"(S) 
argmax II Jar XES. 

These solutions were introduced Harsanyi and Selten (1972). 

Theorem 2.3. A solution on I;n satisfies st.i.r, s.inv, and i.i.a if 
and onIv if it is an asymmetric Nash solution. 

Proof It is easy to see that all Nt:t satisfy the three properties. The proof of 
the converse is very similar to that of Theorem 2.2. Given a solution F on 
I;n satisfying the three axioms, we first note, as in Theorem 2.2, that Fin 
fact satisfies p.O. Let a:E F(cch!t..n- I )). By p.O and st.l.r, a E reI. inL t..n - I. 

Given S E ]:n, let :.\ E An be such that :.\(S) be supported at Cl: by t..n- I• This 
Aexists uniquely, Then the proof concludes as in Theorem 2.2. Q.E.D. 

If st.i.r is not a few other solutions become available. 

Definition. Given i E (I, ... , n },the ith Dictatorial solution Di is 
defined by setting, Jar all S E I;n, Di(S) equal to the maximal 
point oj S in the direction oj the ith unit vector. 

Note that all Di satisfy s.inv and i.i.a, but only W.p.o (instead of p.o). 
To recover full optimality, one may proceed as follows. First, select an 
ordering 7r of the n agents. Then given S E I;n, pick DT<(1)(S) if this point 
belongs to PO(S); otherwise, among the points whose 7r(l)th coordinate 
is equal to D;g;(S)' find the maximal point in the direction of the unit 
vector pertaining to agent 7r(2). Pick this point if it belongs to PO(S); 
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otherwise, repeat the operation with 7r(3 . This algorithm is sumrnar
ized in the following definition. 

Definition. Given an ordering 11" oj [1, ... , n), the Lexicographic 
Dictatorial solution relative to 11", D", is defined by setting, 
all SEEn, D"(S) to be the lexicographic maximizer over XE S oj 
X"(l) , X".(2) , ... , x,,(n)' 

All of these solutions satisfy p.o, s.inv, and i).a, and there are no others 
if n =2. For them, the violations of symmetry are in a sense "maximaL" 
The characterization of all solutions satisfying w.p.o (or p.o), s.inv, and 
i. i.a was accomplished by Peters, Tijs, and de Koster (1983) for n = 2 and 
Peters (1983) for arbitrary n. (If n > 2, other solutions exist defined by lex
icographic maximization of certain Nash products involving subgroups 
of the agents.) 

Omitting either s.inv or i.i.a from Theorem 2.1 makes admissible very 
large classes of solutions, some of which will be discussed in what fol
lows. Roth (1977b) reformulated i.t.a by replacing the hypothesis that the 
problems have the same disagreement point (this hypothesis is part of the 
formulation of i.i.a for solutions defined on En) by the hypothesis that 
they have the same "ideal point" (this point enters in a fundamental way 
in the definition of the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution, studied next). He 
showed the incompatibility of this version of U.a with the other three re
quirements of Theorem 2.1. However, if n = 2 and the hypothesis of equal 
disagreement points is replaced by the hypothesis of equal points of "min
imal expectations" [the point whose ith coordinate is Dj(S) where j;tO iJ, 
then the resulting axiom together with the other three axioms of Theorem 
2.1 characterize a Nashlike solution defined by maximizing in the feasible 
set the product of utility gains not from the origin but from this point of 
minimal expectations. Thomson (1981a) proposes other ch'Oices of such 
"reference points" and similarly characterizes corresponding variants of 
the Nash solution. 

2.2.2 The Kalai-Smorodinsky solution 

A new impetus was given to the axiomatic theory of bargaining when Ka
lai and Smorodinsky (1975) provided a characterization of the folloVving 
solution, illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

Definition. The Kalai-Smorodinsky solution K is defined set>
ting, for all S E I;n, K(S) to be the maximal point of S on the 
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Figure 2.3. The Kalai-Smorodinsky solution. 

segment connecting the origin to a(S), the ideal point oj 5, de
finedbyai(S) max[·'(iXESlforeachi. 

This solution has been mainly studied for n:; 2, a case in which it satis
fies a greater number of appealing properties than for n. Con
sequently. we ,,,ill limit our attention to that case in the next few para

An important distinguishing feature between the Nash solution 
and the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution is that the latter responds much more 
satisfactorily to expansions and contractions of the feasible set. In par

it satisfies the follO\ving axiom. 

Individual monotonicily fi. mon): For a!l 5, S' E for aU i, 
aj(S') and 5':;5, then F(5T~Fi(5). 

For each utility level attainable agent J, the maximal leyej 
achievable by agent i increases, wnereas the range of levels attain
able by agentj remains the same. It therefore seems natural to that 
agent i not be affected by the expansion. It is on this property 
that the characterization offered by Kalai and Smorodinsky mainlY rests. 

Theorem 2.4. A solution on E2 satisfies p. 0, sy, s.inv, and i.mon 
if and only if it is the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution. 

Proof It is easily verified that K satisfies the four properties. 

let F be a solution on I;2 satisfying the four properties and S E I;2 be 

en. Let \ E LV be such that \(a(S)) = (1, 1) and 5' =' \(S) (see Figure 2.4). 

Note that \(K(S)) K(5') ='X is a point of equal coordinates. Let T=' 

cch{ (1,0), x, (0,1) J. Note that Tis a symmetric element of .I;=. Therefore. 
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Figure 2.4. Theorem 2.4. Chara;;terization of the Kalai-Smorodinsky 
sohnloTI. 

by p.O andsy, F(T) X K(T). Also, TcS', G!(T)=aj(S') and a2(T) 
a2(S'), By i.mon applied twice, F(S') ~ FeT) = x. Because x E PO(S'), 
F(S') =X and the desired conclusion follows by s.inv. 

By deletingp.o from the axioms of Theorem 2.4, a one-parameter fam
of solutions obtained down K(S) by some number AE [0, lJ 

becomes admissible. Note that the locus of K(S) as S varies in E2 sub-
to the condition = (1,1) is the segment ~), (l,l)J. More 

any monotone path with one endpoint on the segment 
1)] and the Other (1,1), let the solution outcome of any S nor

malized so thaI (1,1) be the intersection of the path with PO(S), 
and that of a11 S be obtained by an application of s.inv. Any 
solmion constructed in this way satisfies all the axioms of Theorem 2.4 
except sy. Peters and (1984, 1985) show that there are no others. 

The removal of either s.inv or i.mon permits many additional so
lutions. In if s.inv is dropped, i.mon can be considerably 
strengthened, as we will see in our discussion of the solution. 
Salonen proposed a slight reformulation of i.mon, which leads to 
a characterization of a variant of the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution. 

Although the extension of the definition of the so
lution [Q the n-person case itself causes no problem, the of 
the results to the n-person case is not as as was 
the case of the extensions of the results the Nash solution from 
n = 2 to n. First of all, for n > 2, the n-person Kalai-Smoro

solution satisfies ;v.p.o only. (As noted if compre
hensiveness of the feasible sets were not assumed, the sO!ULion could even 

45~ s Agent 

Figure 2.5. The Egalitarian solution. 

select the origin.) This is not a serious limitation since, for most 
S, K(S) in fact is (fully) Pareto optimal. In addition, Pareto-optimality 
can be recovered by a lexicographic operation that we will more exten
sively discuss in connection with the Egalitarian solution. Imai (1983), 
who proposed this extension, showed that the resulting solution could 
also be characterized a suitable reformulation of the axioms of The
orem 2.4 with the addition of a weak version of the indepen
dence axiom. 

The of p.o to lV.p.O is not the only that has to be 
made in the axioms of Theorem 2.4 to extend the characterization of the 

solution to the case n > 2. 
the individual monotonicity as dis

cussed by (1980) and Thomson (1980). One extension that will work 
for that purpose is: For all S, S'E P, for all i, if Sc Sf and 
for all j;;t. i, then ~ Fi(S). This axiom is however less "'jJjJ"""U15 

than the two-person version since the range of utility vectors attainable by 
the agents different from i has not been left unaffected by the expansion. 

2.2.3 The Egalitarian solution 

We now turn to a third solution, whose main distinguishing feature from 
the two is that it involves interpersonal comparisons of utility. 

Definition. The Egalitarian solution 

SEEn. E(S) to be the maximal /Joint ofS 


The definition is illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
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IAgent 2 

Agent2 

Sf 
x< = (1 .<)x 


s x=E{S) 


45' Agent 1 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.6. Theorem 2.5. Characterization of the Egalitarian solution. 
(a) £(S) E PO(S); (b) £(S) EWPO(S) \PO(S). 

The most striking feature of this solution is that it satisfies the follow
monotonicity condition, which is very strong, since no restrictions are 

imposed in its hypotheses on the sort of expansions that take S into S'. 
In fact, this axiom can serve to provide an easy characterization of the 
solution. 

Strong monotonicity (st.mon): For all S, S' E if S C S', then F(S) ~ 
F(S'). 

The following characterization result is a variant of a theorem due to 
Kalai (l9/ib). 

Theorem 2.5. A solution on En satisfies w.p.o, sy, and st.mon if 
and only if it is the Egalitarian solution. 

Proof It is easily verified that E satisfies the three properties. Conversely, 
let F be a solution on En satisfying the three properties. Given any sym
metric S, it follows from w.p.o and sy that F(S) = E(S). Given any other 
SEEn, let x = E(S) and S' cch!xl (Figure 2.6a). By the previous step, 
F(S') = E(S'), and since S' C S, it follows from st. mon that (i) F(S) ?;. 

F(S') =£(S') = E(S) x. We are done if E(S) E PO(S). If not, for each 
E>O, let X'=(1+E)X and S'eEn be defined by S'=cch[S,x') (Figure 
2.6b). Note that x' = £(S') E PO(S') so that, by the preceding argument, 
F(Sf) = x'. Also S' -:J S, so that by st.mon, F(S')?;' F(S). Since x' - x as 
E -> 0, (ii) F(S) ~ x. The desired conclusion follows from (i) and (ii). 

Q.E.D. 
Without w.p.o, the one-parameter family of solutions ofproportion

al character introduced by Roth (1979a) become admissible. This family 
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L(S) 

s 
;:(S) 

45° 1 
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Figure 2.7. The Leximin solution L. (a) Definition of L; (b) L does :lOt 
satisfy Sl.man. 

includes scaled-down versions of the Egalitarian solution obtained 
I\e [0, 1] and setting the soiution Outcome of S 

Conversely, one might ,vander about the price of w.p.o 
to p.O. A lexicographic extension of the Egalitarian solution, which coin
cides with it on the class of strictly comprehensive problems, can be de
fined as follows: 

Given x e IR/, let 1'(x) e IRfi be obtained by the coordinates of 
x in increasing order: fleX) ~'2(X);;:;i ... ~,,,(X). Given X,YE IRn, say 
that x is lexicographically greater than y, written as x >LY, if Ii (x) > 
1'1 (y) or bdx) =fl (y) and 12 (x) > 'f2 (y)) or more generally if [for some 
k~n, ['i(X) 'Y;(y) for all i<k and Ik(X» 

Definition. The Leximin solution L is defined by setting, af! 
SeEn, L(S) equal to the maximizer over S of 

The definition is illustrated in Figure 2.7a for n 2. 
It is straightforward to that this solution is well defined CL'1d sat

isfies p. 0 and sy. it does not satisfy s{. mon as illustrated by the 
example of Figure 2.7b: There S C S' and yet L2(S') < L 

2 
(S). 

The properties of a normalized version of this solution were 
studied by Imai (1983). 

The family of Monotone Path solutions, defined next, is obtained by 
dropping sy from Theorem 2.5. 

Definition. Given a continuous, unbounded, and monotone path 
in lRn starting at the origin, Alonotone Path Somtiort 
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lO [heSE::" 

Any solution defined in this way satisfies IV.p.O and Sl. mono For the so
lution ro be cominuous, the should be strictly except per
haps . These solmions are discussed in (1977) and Thom
son and (1980). See also Kalai (l977b). 

Theorem 2.5 shows thar s!.mon is a very strong condition indeed (in 
fact, Luce and Raiffa (1957) had long ago nmed Ihe incomparibility of 
sr.mon and w.p.o on domains of nonnecessarily comprehensive 

However, other conditions can be substitmed for it in Theorem 
2.5 without the conclusion. for instance, Kalai proposed 
,he foHowing condition. 

. for all 5, S', S"E I;", if S" ={XE lRt~ !3X'ES' s.t. 
) =F(S) +F(S"). 

axiom says that the solution omcome of an expanded 
be firs! 

the problem derived 
from the as disagreement point this initial 

from Kalai that W.p.O, sy, and dec 
characterize the solurion. Other characteristics of the Egal

itarian solmion have been obtained by \lyerson (1981) and Peters (1986). 

2.2,4 The Utilitarian sofwion 

\Ve close this review \virh a short discussion of the Utilitarian solution. 
This solution has played a fundamental role in the theory of social choice 
in but a marginal role in bargaining theory because it has the se
rious disadvantage of independent of the disagreement point (this 
fact is the second one ro be obscured by our choice of domain In 
spite of this limitation, we often refer to the Utilitarian solUtion for the 
purpose of 3.l'1d because it is a limit case, Dermirring the most 

substimtion. 
The U::i!itarian solution is obtained by the sum of utilities 

oVer the feasible Set. Since we solmions to associate with each 
a poim, we should what to do in case the sum of 

milicies is m,,"ximized at more than one point (having to include a tie
mle in its definition is a second drawback of the solution). In 

the two-person case, selecting the midpoint of the segment of maximizers 
may be a natural choice. However, there is no equally natural choice for 

2.3 Other solutions 

Agent 2 

Agent 1 

Figure 2.8. The Utilitarian solution. 

more than two persons. Because of the various ways of making selections, 
we will sometimes use the phrase utilitarian solutions. (Another way to 
obtain a single point is of course to restrict the domain to problems with 
a strictly convex Pareto-optimal boundary.) 

Definition. A Utilitarian solution U is defined choosing, 
each S I;", U(5) among the maximizers of 2: Xi for XES. 

The definition is illustrated in 2.8. 
Obviously, all Utilitarian solutions satisfy p. o. They also satisfy sy if 

appropriate selections are made. However, no Utilitarian solution satis
fies s.inv (even on the class of problems with a strictly convex Pareto
optimal boundary). no Utilitarian solution satisfies con! or i.i.a be
cause of the impossibility of performing appropriate selections. 

The Utilitarian solution has been characterized by Myerson (1981) (see 
also Thomson, 1981b, c). 

2.3 Other solutions 

Other solutions have been discussed in the literature by Raiffa (1953), Luce 
and Raiffa and Perles and Maschler (1981). These solutions will 
not a role in our exposition of the theory of bargaining with a vari
able number of agents. 


